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From Saxon Andrew comes the fourth book in the Alien and Epic Story Series, Fighting for

Survival. (This is a full-length novel at 95,000 words.)The Alliance has fallen apart and all, but

two thousand civilizations left to be independent and go their separate ways. The civilizations

that left were prohibited from attacking each other as long as they were Alliance members and

now they were free to resume their aggressive behaviors. It didn’t take long before multiple

confrontations broke out and began to spread out in the spiral arm. Soon, thousands of

civilizations were at war with each other, and planets began to die.But the two-thousand

civilizations that chose to remain in the New Alliance remained at peace, especially when the

Truet and Vrang Civilizations signed a non-aggression treaty and joined them as members.

Earth and the Kennaugh also joined the New Alliance adding their warships to the Vrang,

Truet, and Legat massive fleets. Former enemies were now allies and working hard to develop

new technology to confront a highly advanced civilization located on the other side of the

galaxy’s core.The Sed were tens of thousands of years more advanced than any civilization in

the Alliance and one of the Sed advanced Sentry Probes has been discovered on the Alliance

side of the core. The Sed were coming, but it was uncertain when they’d arrive. Now the allies

were working together to prepare for their appearance, and everyone prayed it wouldn’t be

soon. The Allies only advantage was their invisibility fields, but the Sed’s warships are faster

and have far more powerful weapons. Rocky and Epic now have to determine what course to

take to survive against a civilization that leaves no survivors of their attacks.Excerpt: The Alien

and Epic Story 4The Vrang AC accelerated towards the bow of the huge warship and the

Commander launched an advanced missile at the bridge when he was five seconds out. The

missile hit the sloped viewport of the Sed warship dead center… and then ricocheted away.

Instantly four computer operated blasters on the Sed warship swiveled and fired directly ahead

of the ship just as the Commander opened fire on the bridge with both blasters. The Vrang’s

AC was vaporized but the two blaster beams he fired hit the bridge and blew through the

viewport incinerating every Sed on the bridge along with causing a huge explosive fire that

took out every control system.Ceebee yelled, “OPEN FIRE NOW!This story will hold your

attention from the opening page and the twists and turns will also keep you guessing what's

happening next.

About the AuthorJohn Varley is the author of the Gaean Trilogy (Titan, Wizard, and Demon),

Steel Beach, The Golden Globe, Red Thunder, and Mammoth. He has won both the Nebula

and Hugo Awards for his work. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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Saxon AndrewIntroductionThe Alliance has fallen apart and all, but two thousand civilizations

left to be independent and go their separate ways. The civilizations that left were prohibited

from attacking each other as long as they were Alliance members and now, they were free to

resume their aggressive behaviors. It didn’t take long before multiple confrontations broke out

and began to spread out in the spiral arm. Soon, thousands of civilizations were at war with

each other, and planets began to die.But the two-thousand civilizations that chose to remain in

the New Alliance remained at peace, especially when the Truet and Vrang Civilizations signed

a non-aggression treaty and joined them as members. Earth and the Kennaugh also joined the

New Alliance adding their warships to the Vrang, Truet, and Legat massive fleets. Former

enemies were now allies and working hard to develop new technology to confront a highly

advanced civilization located on the other side of the galaxy’s core.The Sed were tens of

thousands of years more advanced than any civilization in the Alliance and one of the Sed

advanced Sentry Probes has been discovered on the Alliance side of the core. The Sed were

coming, but it was uncertain when they’d arrive. Now the allies were working together to

prepare for their appearance, and everyone prayed it wouldn’t be soon. The Allies only

advantage was their invisibility fields, but the Sed’s warships are faster and have far more

powerful weapons. Rocky and Epic now have to determine what course to take to survive

against a civilization that leaves no survivors of their attacks.Chapter OneEpic and Rocky sat

next to the fire on the footpath overlooking the spaceport, which occupied the former planting

field used by the people in his community for hundreds of years. Now the spaceport was being

removed to make way for the new Governing Center on Haven. The field was only one square

mile but there was enough room for the new government buildings and support facilities.

Elevator shafts were being drilled to move the representatives from ground level to the new

government center at the top of the mountain. A modern city and space port were being built at

ground level and it was growing at an incredible pace. The engineers planned to remove the

location where he was sitting on the footpath, but the citizens of Haven rebelled against the

change; too many important events in Haven’s short history had happened at that spot to

remove it.Epic looked up at the stars and sighed, “I always feared the appearance of a Vrang

warship coming out of those stars… now that fear has been removed only to be replaced by a

much larger fear.”Rocky raised his hands, “There will always be something out there to fear,

Epic.”Epic lowered his eyes to Rocky, “But the new fear is even worse than what the Vrang



were. They at least left survivors from their slaving raids. The Sed leave nothing alive when

they attack; they kill all intelligent life on the planet.”Rocky shrugged, “That’s not true of the

planets they intend to use for food. However, they do kill everything on the planets they intend

to inhabit. Once they put the climate towers on the planet’s surface to convert the planet’s

atmosphere to methane, nothing survives.” Rocky stared at Epic and asked, “What’s really

bothering you?”“My birthday is next week.”“That should be a reason to be happy, Epic.”“Rocky,

I’ve been at war with the Vrang, Alliance, and Earth since I was eighteen-years-old.”Rocky

nodded, “And we’ve won those wars and now our former enemies are our allies.”“Rocky, I’m

just too young for all this responsibility! It weighs heavy on my soul, and I’m tempted to resign

from leading our forces and spend my remaining years with Jipsee and Love raising my family.

I really believe I’ll be long gone before the Sed show up to threaten us.” Epic waited for Rocky

to respond and when he didn’t, he noticed Rocky’s expression. “What are you

thinking?”“Uhhhh… nothing.”“Come on Rocky, we’ve been together for more than ten years

and I know that expression; you’re not telling me something.”“I shouldn’t be the one to tell

you.”“Tell me what? You’re my best friend; who would be better to tell me anything?” Rocky

snorted slightly and shook his head. “What’s going on, Rocky?!”“Is it possible for you to contact

Carley?”“You mean right now?”“Yes.”Epic’s brow furrowed and he pressed his communicator,

“Computer.”“Yes, Commander Story.”“See if you can connect Senior Scientist Carley to my

communicator.”“Standby.”Epic turned to Rocky, “Why do I need to contact her?”Suddenly, he

heard, “Hello, Epic. How are you doing?”“Fine, but Rocky has asked that I contact you and he’s

not telling me why.”“Rocky, why do you want me to contact Epic?”“Carley, I have a question

about the genetic modification process used on humans.”“What’s the question?”“I know when I

originally went through the process…”“But you’re a Truet, not a human,” Carley interrupted.“I

know and that’s why I have a question.”“What is it?”“You told me when I went through the

process that a number of things were changed. One of those things was my life expectancy; is

that also true of humans.”“What are you talking about?” Epic quickly asked.Rocky held up a

hand, “Is that also true with humans that go through the modification?”“Certainly,” Carley

replied.Epic’s eyes widened, “What do you mean by ‘certainly’, Carley.”“The modification

process was designed to produce warriors to fight against the Vrang and that’s true of both

Humans and Truets that go through it. What sense does it make to go to that much effort to

only have those warriors die shortly after going through the process?”“What are you telling

me?” Epic asked.“The gene that controls aging in both of your species was also modified

during the process.”“In what way?”“Basically, it was turned off,” Carley replied. Epic was silent

and after a moment Carley said, “Surely you’ve noticed over the years that your appearance

hasn’t changed since you achieved full growth.”Epic was shaking his head as Rocky asked,

“Do you have an idea of what the life expectancy of humans that have been modified might

be?”“Not really.”“Take a guess,” Rocky remarked.“It would probably be similar to yours;

somewhere between nine hundred and eleven hundred years.”Epic replied harshly, “DID IT

EVER DAWN ON YOU TO TELL ME THIS BEFORE I WENT THROUGH THE

PROCESS?!”“Quite frankly, the odds of anyone surviving in the war against the Vrang for very

long weren’t good, so it wouldn’t be an issue, Epic. Besides, why would you want to live a

shorter life?”“Because the life I’m living now is miserable, Carley! There’s been nothing but war

and death!”Carley smiled, “You have a new daughter, Epic; you can’t tell me that’s a bad

thing.”“And will my daughter live as long as I will?”“Only if she goes through the modification

process will that happen.”“Is it possible to change my aging process back to what it was?”“No,

the modifications are permanent.”“Are you telling me my daughter will die hundreds of years

before I do?”“She will unless she goes through the modification process. Are you against her



going through it?”“I’m too shocked by this to even think about that.”Rocky said loudly, “Thank

you for responding, Carley. Computer, end the contact.”Epic turned to Rocky, “YOU KNEW

ABOUT THIS?!”Rocky shrugged, “I suspected it but didn’t know for certain. Your comments

about retiring and living out your life with your family told me we should find out about your life

expectancy.”“Why didn’t you just tell me?”“Because I didn’t know for certain, and Carley is the

only one that would know.”Epic sighed and pressed his communicator. Jipsee saw him on her

communicator and asked, “Hello, Honey, what’s going on?”“Jipsee, I need you and Tragedy to

come by the footpath.”“Why?”“I’ve just learned something that both of you would want to

know.”“Is it bad?”“I don’t know. I need you to help me figure it out.”“We’ll be there shortly.”Rocky

asked, “Why do you want Tragedy to come?”“She and JP just found out she’s pregnant.”“Well

that’s good news, isn’t it?”“They’ve been trying for years, and she had worried her biological

clock was running out of time to have a baby. That doesn’t appear to be an issue with this new

discovery.”Rocky stood up, “Welllll… I think it’s time for me to go.”“You’re not going anywhere! I

need you to explain how this happened.” Rocky sat back down and hoped Tragedy didn’t get

too angry. She could be a handful if she did.• • •Jipsee and Tragedy flew in on an open-air

skate and landed on the footpath. The skate was just small enough to land on the path and it

did have a shape like an ancient shoe skate. Jipsee flew the skate while Tragedy held four-

month-old Love. Epic took the baby from Tragedy and held her tenderly in his arms. Love

stared into Epic’s eyes and cooed. “What’s going on?” Tragedy asked.Epic sat down beside the

fire and looked from Love to Tragedy, “I’ve just spoken with Carley, and it appears there is an

issue for those of us that went through the genetic modification process.”Tragedy’s brow

furrowed, “What issue is that?”Epic turned to Jipsee, “I just found out that our life expectancy

was changed by the process.”“In what way?”Epic sighed, “It appears we are going to live for

about a thousand years or so give or take.”Jipsee and Tragedy stared at Epic for a moment and

Jipsee then said, “Is this a joke?”“No. According to Carley, Rocky’s life expectancy is about the

same.”“And how did this happen?”“The gene that controls aging has been shutoff in those that

went through the process,” Epic replied.Jipsee looked at their baby and asked, “What about

Love?”“She’ll live a normal life span unless she goes through the modification process.”“Well

this is wonderful news!” Tragedy remarked.“Why do you say that?”“Epic, this means we’ll live

long enough to get to know a huge number of my descendants. We should also live long

enough to survive the Sed and enjoy a time of peace.”“There’s no certainty we’re going to win

that war, Tragedy.”“Then I’ll have more years with my family while it’s taking place. Besides, if all

else fails, we’ll just pack up and move to another galaxy. We’ll live long enough to make that

happen if we’re forced to do it.”Rocky interjected, “And you don’t have a problem with having

your baby go through the modification process?”“Of course not. It’ll make my baby stronger

and have talents she wouldn’t ordinarily possess, not the least is the weapons she’ll have to

defend herself. Even if my baby’s life wasn’t extended I’d still want it to go through the

process.”Jipsee turned to Tragedy, “You’re calling your baby her; do you know it’s going to be a

girl?”“No, I just hope my first child is a daughter. We’ll find out when she’s born.” Tragedy stared

at Epic and asked, “What’s the problem?”“I just don’t know if I want to live that long.” Epic

replied.“Are you telling me you’d prefer to live another sixty years with Jipsee and Love instead

of a thousand?” Epic’s eyebrows came together. “I know this is a rather difficult time but the

one thing that makes it bearable is the loves in your life. I’d be jumping head over heels that I’ll

have many more years with them if I were you.”Epic turned to Jipsee, “How do you feel about

this?”Jipsee shrugged, “I don’t know if a thousand years is enough time for me to love you. Ten

thousand years might do it. Besides, I’m not at all certain Love will have to go through the

process anyway.”Rocky’s eyes narrowed, “Why do you say that?”“I’m starting to hear her mind



and she’s clearly hearing my thoughts as well. I think the human modification process is

inherited from the parents.” Jipsee paused and added, “I could be wrong, but it feels like she’s

going to have the same sensory talents we got through the process. The only thing she won’t

have is the armor and weapons if I’m right.”Epic turned to Rocky, “Why would Carley be wrong

about humans inheriting the changes?”Rocky raised his hands, “Keep in mind that I’m a plant

and you’re not. That difference could account for it.”“Have any modified Truets had offspring

that possessed the modified traits?”“Epic, we’re already telepathic. And we don’t mate with

other Truets; we produce seeds that grow into adult Truets.”“Have any seeds been produced by

modified Truets?”Rocky shrugged, “Every modified Truet knows they’re warriors and I’m certain

all of them prefer to wait until after all the wars end before producing seeds; caring for them as

they grow would take them away from the war. I know I have no intention of producing seeds

until after everything has settled down. Coupled with the fact that we’re going to live such a

long time, there’s no need to rush into it.”Epic turned to Tragedy, “Sis, does it bother you that

you and JP are going to have a baby now?”“Does it bother you that you and Jipsee had Love

now?” Tragedy responded.Epic looked at his daughter and sighed, “No. Having her with us now

is the greatest blessing I’ve ever received.”“But if you knew this before, would you have delayed

having a baby.”Epic thought about it and remarked, “I honestly don’t know.”“One of my first

visions was the birth of Love,” Jipsee commented. “Even if we would want to delay, it wasn’t

going to happen.”Tragedy raised a shoulder, “Then that must mean Love is needed to play a

role in what’s happening.” Epic and Jipsee stared at Tragedy, and she added, “Her birth was

something that caused Jipsee to wait for you to find her and take her away from Earth. There’s

got to be another reason for her birth.”Epic looked at Rocky, “I guess retirement is out of the

question now; I’d go stir crazy if I didn’t have something to occupy my mind.”Jipsee looked at

Epic, “Retirement?”“I’m weary of constant wars and death. I thought retiring would allow me to

spend my remaining years with you and my family.”Jipsee rolled her eyes, “You wouldn’t last a

month retired before you’d get back into the fight. Someone would make a bad decision and

you’d be all over them trying to correct it.”Rocky snorted, “She’s right about that.”Epic

shrugged, “She does know me.”“Where are we in making plans for the Sed?” Tragedy

asked.“It’s not looking good,” Epic replied.“Tell me why?”“I’ve sent our best scouts over the core

to take a look at the Sed and they’ve determined that the Sed are far more technologically

advanced than we are. Their warships are a lot faster than our fastest warships and their

weapons have nearly double the range. We’ve also determined they use their computers to

fight their ships. Even if every Sed on their warships were killed, the computers would continue

fighting.”“How did you find that out?” Rocky asked.“That scout that was killed making an active

scan of the Sentry outside the Vrang Spiral Arm managed to see that there are chairs and

facilities on it for a live crew. The scouts have also shown that their current warships match up

almost exactly with that Sentry. It does appear the Sed use intelligent warships.”“I don’t find

that surprising,” Rocky commented.“Why do you say that?” Jipsee asked.“You need look no

further than our newest computer and all it is capable of doing. It could probably fight our ships

now if needed and the Sed are thousands of years ahead of our current technology.”“I’m not so

sure about that,” Epic remarked.“Epic, the Sed destroyed the Vrang home worlds on the other

side of the core forcing them to send colony ships to their current location. That was more than

ten thousand years ago.”Epic nodded, “That’s true but did you notice that the Sentry currently

outside the Vrang Spiral Arm matches up almost exactly with the warships they’re currently

using. The image of that Sentry in the Vrang data that was taken ten thousand years ago

appears to be exactly like the one currently outside the Vrang Spiral Arm? That has to mean

they’ve not been pressured to develop new technology for their warships because they’ve not



encountered a threat powerful enough to defeat them. War causes the fastest technological

development, and it does appear the Sed warships haven’t changed that much.”“But they’re still

far more advanced than our ships, Epic.”“I’m aware of that, Rocky. But they could have been far

beyond that if they were threatened. At least we now know what we’re up against and the

threat they represent is the same one the Vrang faced long ago.”“So what’s your plan?”

Tragedy asked.“We need to buy some time.”“And just how do you intend to do that?”“I intend to

threaten them far away from that Sentry’s location. As long as it remains inactive, we’ll know

the Sed won’t be expanding over the galaxy’s core. We have to keep their attention away from

the core. Now before you start asking questions I can’t answer, before that can happen, we

must come up with a way to confront their warships and we’re nowhere near being able to do

that now. That will take some time and we have to hope the Sed are too busy on their side of

the core to expand to our side. The scouts have reported they’re currently involved in a number

of wars, so we have some time before those are handled. We need to make the most of that

time before we can threaten them.”The group was silent, and Jipsee reached for Love, “Love is

about to need a diaper.”“How do you know that?” Rocky asked.Jipsee smiled, “I can hear her,

and she just told me what’s coming.”Rocky stared at the baby and said, “She’s not having clear

thoughts.”“Of course she isn’t,” Jipsee remarked. “She’s only four months old but she knows

when she needs changing and how much better it makes her feel. I can sense her

feelings.”Epic shook his head, “Jipsee, I can’t hear Love’s feelings. Are you sure you can hear

her?”“I can hear her clearly.”“Jipsee, you know that no one can hear your thoughts,” Rocky

remarked. “Perhaps Love is like you and you’re the only one that can hear her; none of us

can.”Jipsee sighed, “Well. If that’s the case, then Love will probably require genetic modification

to acquire her full talents.”Rocky looked at Jipsee and then remarked, “Now this should prove

interesting as she gets older.” Jipsee took Love from Epic and went to the skate to change her.•

• •Senior Captain Baker stared at the optical monitor and watched a hundred huge Sed

warships moving into a star system toward an inhabited planet. She kept her distance from the

Sed warships and waited for the planet’s defenses to respond to the approaching Sed.

“Captain why are we staying so far out. We can take better images if we move in closer.”“This is

close enough.”“Captain, I’ve been wondering why you were chosen to be in command? We

have the same rank, but I have more seniority. Why were you chosen ahead of me?”Ceebee

sighed, “Nathan, perhaps I was chosen because our superiors know I’ll be far more cautious

than you. Your wanting to move in closer tells me you are more aggressive than I am.”“But we

need to gather clear information to be analyzed, Sir.”“And you’re sounding just like the scout

that got himself killed getting too close to the Sed Sentry to run an active scan.”“Were you with

Captain Ellis when he died?”“Yes and he wouldn’t listen. He pulled rank on me, and that Sentry

vaporized his scout when he ran the active scan. I suspect Command also chose me due to

my experience in dealing with that Sentry.”“Captain Ellis received the Alliance’s highest medal

for bravery, Sir.”“And the information gathered from his active scan has proved invaluable to

studying the Sed warships,” Ceebee added. She paused and asked, “So which would you

prefer, Nathan; a medal for bravery or living to fight another day.” Nathan was silent and

Ceebee shook her head, “The fact you didn’t immediately answer tells me why I was chosen to

command this mission.”“It’s a difficult choice!”“Not if you look at it from our Commander’s eyes.

If you get your ship destroyed, then the Sed will learn about our invisible scouts; that must be

avoided at all costs.”“But there’s no certainty I would die, Sir.”Ceebee stared at Nathan, lifted

her communicator, and said, “I’m sending you the recording of James’ scanning of that Sentry.

Tell me what you think.”Nathan watched the recording, and his eyes flew wide open, “That thing

was on him in an instant and hit his scout with a beam from extreme distance.”“If they detect



you, you’re dead! And we don’t know for certain if they can see us through our invisibility fields

if we get too close. We’re here to try and learn all we can about the Sed, and clear images

aren’t one of our goals. So sit back and watch what’s going on and tell me if you see anything

important. I can tell you now that we are inside the scanning range of those Sed warships if

they turn their scanners toward us. I learned when James died that from this distance that

Sentry didn’t see my scout. We’re safe here and here is where we’ll stay.”“Why isn’t the planet

sending its warships out to meet the Sed?”“I’m not sure,” Ceebee answered. “I suspect they’ve

learned they’ll lose their ships if they do. If you look at the planet, there appears to be some

huge satellites above it.”Nathan smiled, “Is that what those dark smudges are?”“Don’t get

smart! But yes, that’s what they are.”“Those things are huge.”Ceebee nodded, “Based on the

analysis of the beam used to destroy James’ scout, the Sed warships will be inside the range

of their weapons in another fifteen minutes.”“Sir, they’re coming to a stop.”Ceebee watched the

Sed warships come to a stop and ordered, “Follow me.”“Where are you going.”“I’m keeping this

distance but I’m moving over the top of the planet and those Sed warships so I can look down

on them. It should provide a better, as you call it, image.”• • •They arrived far above the

confrontation and Ceebee stopped between the planet and the Sed ships. Suddenly, the

hundred Sed Warships launched a massive wave of missiles toward the planet as fifty of the

Sed Warships accelerated toward the planet at an incredible speed behind the wave of

missiles. Ceebee glanced at the passive scanner’s monitor and didn’t see any ships near their

location. She listened closely and didn’t hear any other ships outside the range of the passive

scanner. She heard something odd, but it wasn’t coming from a warship’s engines.The massive

wave of missiles flew toward the planet and suddenly, gigantic white beams erupted from

above the planet and were swept across the incoming missiles causing gigantic explosions.

The fifty Sed warships flew through the explosions without suffering any damage but the

beams from the planet began hitting them before they could move into the range of their

weapons. Sed warships began blowing up even as they flew evasive courses to avoid the

beams. But the beams were incredibly wide, and they overlapped each other leaving no open

path to the planet. In five minutes, all fifty Sed warships were burning or damaged too severely

to maneuver. But still the giant beams continued to hit them until there was nothing left of them

but vapor clouds of debris. The fifty Sed Warships not involved in the attack remained in place

for an hour before turning and moving away from the planet. An hour later, they left the star

system behind.Ceebee stared at the optical monitor and asked, “Computer, were you able to

determine the power of the beam being fired from the planet?”“Without an active scan, I have

no way of knowing for certain.”“How did those beams compare to the beams being used by the

Sed warships?”“They were at least ten times more powerful even though they were spread out

over a wider area.”Ceebee shook her head slightly as Nathan said, “The Sed warships sent to

attack the planet didn’t have any Sed on them.”Ceebee jerked her head to Nathan from her

display, “How do you know that?”“I could hear their thoughts, Ceebee and the ships that

attacked the planet didn’t have any thoughts coming from them.”“What can you tell me about

their thoughts?”“I’m surprised you didn’t hear them after we moved to this position.”“I heard

something, but I wasn’t able to determine what it was.”Nathan’s expression showed he was

disturbed, “There weren’t individual thoughts. I heard thoughts but they all appeared to be

interlinked into one pattern. It’s like all the Sed were… I don’t know how to describe it.”“Try,

Nathan!”“It’s like they all had the same brain producing them.”“Help me understand how you

are able to hear them that clearly; I only heard a kind of buzzing noise.”“I have a strong

telepathic sense and I’m able to hear thoughts from a much longer distance than anyone in my

wing. If I had been closer, I might have been able to hear them more clearly.”“James also had



an over developed talent as well. He could hear things at a much longer range than anyone in

our wing; he didn’t have a strong telepathic sense like you do. This explains why you are here

with me. Think about what you heard for a few minutes and see if you can provide a better

description.”Ten minutes later, Nathan said, “The only thing that comes to mind is that they

sounded like what a hive of bees would sound like if they were telepathic. I think hive is a good

description of what I heard.”“So they’re telepathic?”“It sounded like they are telepathic with

each other. I didn’t get the sense that any of them were having individual thoughts.”“And you’re

saying all the Sed on those fifty warships were interconnected?”“Yes, they were.”Ceebee

stared at Nathan and said, “We’re packing it up and headed back to Haven.”“Why are we

leaving now?”“This information needs to be examined before we do something stupid. Before I

move in closer to hear the Sed’s thoughts, our leaders need to know about this. I believe this is

the first example we’ve seen of a Sed attack failing.” The two scouts turned and headed toward

the distant core of the galaxy. Ceebee thought all the way back that the Sed weren’t absolutely

invincible. Those white beams proved that.Chapter TwoEpic and Rocky arrived at the facility

under the tall ridge below the ancient human city. Epic looked up and smiled, “It appears the

Truet Engineers have made great strides in rebuilding the city on top of the ridge.”Rocky

nodded, “According to Grait, it should be ready for occupation in less than six months. It will be

ready before the city being built next to your community is completed.”Epic nodded and Rocky

followed him into the underground facility. They arrived in the clean room and saw the two pair

of twins sitting in front of a wall monitor with the image of the Sed sentry on it. Jen paused the

image, turned around, and smiled, “It’s good to see you. I’ve been wondering when you were

going to show up.”“I wanted to give you enough time to study the Sentry before I came to

discuss it with you,” Epic replied. “I also have a new baby and that’s taken up a lot of my time.

Have you been able to determine anything about that sentry?”Kell drug two chairs over in front

of the monitor and said, “Take a seat and we’ll tell you what we know so far.” Epic and Rocky

sat down, and Ben said, “We’ve been given the scouting report from the two scouts that

recorded a live Sed attack on a planet and that report told us a lot more than the recording

made by the scout that was killed.”“Tell me what you know,” Epic requested.Belle turned to

Epic, “We were having trouble understanding the composition of the sentry’s hull; it appears no

metal was used to construct it.”“Say what?” Rocky responded.“The reason that scout’s active

scan was completed so quickly was that there was no metal in the sentry’s hull blocking it,”

Belle remarked. “And the recording from the scouts in Sed territory confirmed it.”“Why would

they not have metal in their hulls?”Belle shrugged, “Their hulls are constructed from a rather

exotic polymer that can withstand far more heat than any metal or alloy we know about. Our

most powerful blaster wouldn’t even faze their ship’s hull. And since there is no metal in the

hull, any active scan goes right through it. That’s why the scan James Ellis made provided us

with a detailed view of what’s inside the ship.”Epic leaned forward, “Why do you say the scout’s

recent recording of the Sed attack cleared things up?”Ben looked at his sister and the Farmer

Twins before responding to Epic, “I don’t know for certain if I’m right about this, but I believe the

Sed have been attacking that planet for quite a while and have been unsuccessful.” He paused

and added, “The light reflected from the hulls of the fifty ships attacking the planet was different

from the light reflected off the ships not involved in the attack. Coupled with the fact that no Sed

were on the attacking ships, I’m convinced they went there to trial a new hull material against

that planet’s defenses. It appears they failed again, and the new hulls were destroyed. I found it

amazing that the Sed ships attacking the planet flew through the exploding missiles they

launched without being damaged. The new hull material they’ve come up with is probably

stronger than the one they’re currently using but not strong enough to stand up to the beams



fired by the satellites above the planet.”Rocky held up a hand, “Do you think they’ll start using

the new hull material to strengthen their existing warships?”Kell shook his head, “Why would

they go to the effort? Their current hulls are invincible and there’s no need to go to the expense

of changing them. They’ll keep working on a hull material designed to defeat the beams at that

planet and once that’s done, they’ll use it on just enough ships to destroy the planet.”Epic

nodded, “I tend to agree with you, Kell. They’ll change their hulls only if they’re threatened by

another warship. Why do it if it’s not needed?” Epic paused and asked, “Where are you in

developing the weapons that can threaten them?”Jen shook her head, “We don’t currently have

the technology to come close to building a blaster beam anywhere near powerful enough to

breech their hulls. And there’s one other thing we learned from the Sed’s attack.”“What is

that?”“You saw those new warships fly through the exploding missiles, right?” Epic nodded.

“Well, those Sed hulls flew through explosions that were as powerful as the one produced by

our heavy missiles.”Epic’s eyes widened, “That is not good!”“Before you get too worked up on

that, we believe that two heavy missiles hitting their hulls could possibly breech them. However,

they would have to impact close to the same time.”“This new super-scout you’re working on

isn’t large enough to carry heavy missiles,” Rocky remarked.“We know,” Ben replied.Epic shook

his head, “Are you telling me the only weapon we have that might work against them won’t be

available on our newest warships.”“At the moment, that is the situation.”“So what are you going

to do about it?” Rocky asked.“That’s what we were discussing prior to your arrival.”Epic

interrupted the conversation, “Do I need to immediately stop building the smaller

warships?!”“Not yet,” Ben answered. “The smaller warships are far more capable of attacking a

Sed planet than our largest warships.” Epic’s head went back, and Ben held up a hand, “We

know the scouts can’t be detected by the Sed. I’m not so sure that is true with a much larger

warship. We need to make that determination before we give up on the smaller warship.

Whatever ship design we choose, it must get close enough to the Sed Warships before they

could be hit with their longer-range blasters.”Epic stood up, “Let me know if you come up with

anything.” He shook his head and turned to Rocky, “We need to see if there’s any good news

out there about this new enemy.”Epic and Rocky left the room and Kell turned to Ben, “You

didn’t mention the two possibilities we’ve discussed.”“I know.”“And you’re still reluctant to move

forward on them.”Ben shook his head, “Would you want those weapons in the hands of the

Vrang and Alliance.”“If there are no surviving hands to use them, I suppose I would,” Kell

replied. “This war is a fight for survival and there will be only one winner; the loser will cease to

exist.”“Let’s see if there’s another way,” Ben replied.“Why don’t we do this,” Belle suggested.

“We don’t know if your ideas can become a reality. Why don’t you work on them and just keep

them secret. In the meantime, we’ll look at developing other weapons the smaller warships can

use that might be effective against the Sed.”Ben glanced at Jen, and she shrugged before

saying, “I think that might be a good proposal.” Ben looked at Belle and nodded.Kell looked at

the Sed Sentry on the monitor and remarked, “Are we any closer to determining how they

produce that much power in their beams?”Jen shook her head, “We can see the machines they

use to produce it but the fuel being used is nothing like I’ve ever seen.”Kell released a slow

breath before saying, “Then we have our work cut out for us.”• • •“They’re not telling us

everything,” Rocky thought to Epic on the way back to the shuttle.Epic sighed, “I know.”“They

still don’t trust the Vrang or Alliance.”“I’m not completely sure I do either,” Epic remarked.“It

could be that lack of trust that causes us to lose this war.”“I know that Rocky! Let’s hope there’s

enough time for us to overcome our suspicions.”“I received a message from Grait during the

meeting that a Delten warship attacked and destroyed a commercial liner from one of our New

Alliance Members.” Epic’s eyes narrowed as Rocky added, “I’ve ordered our Attack Group to



powerup and be prepared to go and investigate.”“Does Habe agree.”“Grait contacted him first

and he said we need to put a stop to this now before it can get out of hand.”Epic shrugged,

“Looks like the Delten will be made an example for all the others.”“Better to do that with one

civilization than thousands of them.” Epic nodded and boarded the shuttle.• • •The Delten

Prime ruler looked at a communication officer who ran into the meeting he was holding with his

military leaders, “WHY ARE YOU INTERRUPTING MY MEETING?!”“Prime, an Alliance fleet is

moving in toward the planet and the Fleet commander wishes to speak with you!”The Prime

sat back and said, “Put it on the monitor.”Epic appeared on the monitor and said, “One of your

warships attacked and destroyed an Alliance commercial liner.”“That liner flew into an area

where we were conducting combat operations against Heren warships attempting to enter our

territory. It was a hazard to my fleets conducting maneuvers against an enemy and I had it

removed.”“Before we continue this conversation any further you should know that it’s being

broadcast to every civilization that chose to leave the Alliance. The commander of that liner

notified your warship that it was unaware of being inside the site of a space battle and

volunteered to change course and move outside it. The commander of your warship called in

for orders and the Commercial Commander recorded what he heard in the background. You

personally directed him to destroy his ship.”“We are no longer a member of the Alliance and not

forbidden from attacking its members.”“Unfortunately, you’re wrong about that. While it’s true

the members of the New Alliance are forbidden from attacking other members, we will not

tolerate attacks on our member’s ships by anyone. The civilizations that chose to stay in the

Alliance are scattered around our spiral arm and they conduct travel and trade among

themselves. In order for them to do that, they must not fear being attacked by non-member

civilizations. Any attack on our member’s ships whether they’re commercial or warships will not

be tolerated; any attack will be punished. If one of our ships is destroyed without cause, the

New Alliance will declare war on the civilization that does it.”“And you think you can just fly in

and issue threats?!”Epic’s anger was clear on his face, “No, I don’t deliver threats, I carry them

out. I’ve come to remove the means of you ever attacking one of our ships in the future. Epic

glared at the Prime on his monitor and ordered, “Remove all of the warships in this star

system!”A military commander was staring at a side monitor showing the large Alliance fleet

and his eyes flew wide open, “PRIME! THE ALLIANCE FLEET HAS DISAPPEARED FROM

THE MONITOR.”The Prime turned to the monitor the commander was watching and suddenly

saw hundreds of his warships going up in huge explosions. He turned back to Epic and

shouted, “WAIT! PLEASE WAIT!”“Did you hesitate to kill the 634 innocent civilians on that

liner?”“But if you remove all of my warships, my planet will be wide open to be attacked. I’ll be

defenseless to stop it.”“That liner didn’t have a weapon on it, and you knew it when you ordered

it attacked!” Epic replied. “Those innocent passengers died a horrible death when you could

have done the sensible thing and just allowed the commander to change course and fly away.

But you chose to do the wrong thing and now you’re going to see what they went through

before they died. I will not fire on your planet. But I will remove all your warships so none of our

ships are endangered by you in the future!”“I won’t allow it to happen ever again… please stop

destroying my ships!”“Sorry, but I don’t trust your word on this. This way I know it won’t ever

happen again”Epic ended the conversation and asked, “Computer, are you still sending the

images of our attack to the other civilizations that left the Alliance?”“I am.”Epic sat back and

wished Jipsee was present. He felt his anger filling him and she might have come up with

another way to handle this and helped him control his anger… but she wasn’t here, and his

anger ruled him.Two hours later, the last ten Delten warships fleeing the planet were caught

and destroyed. Rocky turned to Epic and asked, “Is there anything you wish to say to the other



civilizations that left the Alliance. Epic nodded toward the monitor showing the last ten warships

burning in space, “I think that says enough. Form up the Attack Group and head back to

Haven.” Rocky nodded and turned to his console. Epic saw his expression and asked, “Tell me

what you’re thinking.”“You reminded me of the old Epic today.” Epic lowered his head and shook

it as Rocky added, “The Delten needed to be made an example for all the others and I think

you’ve accomplished that. Let’s hope we don’t have to do this again.” Epic kept his head down

and nodded.• • •The Attack group arrived back at Haven and Jipsee arrived on a shuttle. Epic

saw her walk onto the bridge holding Love and she said, “I watched what happened on the

defense monitors. I thought I should meet you here when you arrived.”“Let’s take this to the

conference room.” Epic stood up, took Love from Jipsee, and left the bridge with Rocky

following them. They sat down at a table in silence and Epic turned to Jipsee, “Do you want to

see the recording?”“No, that’s ok.”“Are you mad at me?”“Why do you ask?”I’m leaving a planet

undefended putting billions of lives at risk.”“I don’t think that will be an issue,” Jipsee

stated.Epic’s brow furrowed, “Why do you say that?”“The computer sent the images of our

attack to every civilization in our spiral arm, including the members, and at the end it

announced that the Vrang Empire has joined the New Alliance adding its vast fleets to those of

the Legat and Truet civilizations. The last thing it said was that the New Alliance will not look

kindly on any civilization that attacks a defenseless planet. You probably didn’t see that since

you stopped broadcasting before that happened.”Epic stared at Jipsee and then looked at the

console, “Why did you send that warning Computer?”“I heard your thoughts wishing Jipsee

was with you and that she might have found a better way to do it without so much loss of life. I

heard your anguish at the possibility of billions dying on the Prime’s planet and thought telling

them we’d not like it if the planet was attacked; I thought it might cause the other aggressive

civilizations to pause before doing it. Did I make a mistake Commander? If I did, I’ll refrain from

doing it in the future.”“What was the reaction of the aggressive civilizations?” Rocky

asked.“Many of them yelled for all of them to combine forces to teach us a lesson.”And?” Rocky

added.“The others suggested they launch the first attacks, and they’d watch to see what

happened. Finally, one of them said that all of them together couldn’t defeat the Vrang and

adding in the Legat and Truet warships made it a certainty that any attack against the New

Alliance was destined to fail.”Epic blinked as Jipsee said, “I should have been there with

you.”“Your place is on Haven with Love where you will be safe.”“Epic, get real!” Jipsee replied.

“The safest place in this galaxy is on this ship with our attack group defending us. Haven is not

nearly as safe as we are on this ship, and you know it. We could always run in this ship;

running from a planet being attacked isn’t easily done. From now on, Love and I will go with

you.”Epic stared at her with an angry expression until Rocky said, “She’s right.” Epic jerked his

head to Rocky as he added, “Remember that having her on board is a good thing especially if

she has a vision.”Epic’s anger faded and he turned to Jipsee, “Could you have come up with a

better way to handle the situation today?”“I’ve thought about it and everything I came up with

left that evil Prime Leader still having warships. You went to teach a lesson to all those

aggressive civilizations, and you accomplished it in spades. Anything less than what you did

wouldn’t have made the impact on them like what you did.”“But I lost control of my

temper!”“And you might lose it in the future but today, you showed them your anger and they

know you mean business. I suspect I wasn’t there so that is what would happen.”“And if that

planet is destroyed?”“I doubt that will happen now,” Rocky remarked.”“Oh? The Delten are at

war with several civilizations, and they should jump at the chance to attack them now they’re

defenseless.”“That’s the reason they won’t attack,” Rocky replied. Epic’s eyes narrowed. “Think

about it, Epic. The Delten are no longer a danger to them, and they’ve been told we won’t look



kindly on them if they attack a defenseless planet. We didn’t say we would attack them if they

did… but we didn’t say we wouldn’t either. Would you be willing to risk attacking the Prime’s

planet that no longer represents a danger if there is a possibility we will attack them in

return?”Epic stared at Rocky and turned to his console, “Computer, did you hear anything

about an attack on the Prime’s planet after we left?”“Two of the three civilizations currently at

war with the Prime have told the third if it attacks the Prime’s planet, they will intervene to stop

it due to not wanting to be seen as willing accomplices. They certainly aren’t going to take the

risk of you making them pay for it. Commander, you didn’t answer my question; did I make a

mistake by sending that message?”Epic was silent for a moment and glanced at Rocky. Rocky

raised a shoulder, “I told you so.”Epic turned back to the console, “No, you didn’t make a

mistake. I should have thought of that but was too caught up in my anger to see it. However, in

the future, if you want to add to a communication, run it by me first.”“Order acknowledged,

Commander.”• • •Jipsee and Epic boarded a shuttle to go down to Haven and Jipsee reached

across and shut off Epic’s communicator after she turned hers off, “What did Rocky mean by ‘I

told you so’?”“I mentioned to Rocky that the Sed warships are fought and flown by computers

that were almost intelligent; he said that didn’t surprise him. He told me to take a look at our

new computer and think about where it will be in the future.”“That’s a scary thought!”“Scary

about the Sed computers or ours.”“Both!”Epic shook his head slightly, “I’m not as worried about

our computer. For lack of a better description, I’m going to compare it to being raised by a good

family. The Sed computers were developed in an evil aggressive civilization. What it did today

tells me it understands the value of life and did what I should have done.”“Don’t beat yourself

up, Epic. The loss of the crews on the Prime’s warships isn’t good but I believe their loss will

prevent future larger losses. You did a good job and I’m proud of you.”Epic turned on his

communicator and Jipsee activated hers as well, “I can’t help but worry about you and Love

being on a warship.”“Not just any warship, Epic. It’s the warship with The Alien and Epic Story

on it.”“Don’t start that!”“Like Rocky said, you need to get out more. You and Rocky are

becoming quite the living legends.”“I’m just a young man fighting to survive and that’s

all.”Jipsee reached and took his hand in hers, “And that is why you and Rocky are revered by

us. The future is so uncertain but the two of you are making the difference. I love you.”• • •Epic

and Jipsee took part in numerous meetings with the other leaders of the allied civilizations

planning on how to move forward while the twins worked on developing new weapons that

could be used against the Sed. While they were in meetings, Rocky would take Love with him

and soon the baby would hold out her arms to him whenever she saw him. It was clear they

were developing a close attachment and after a year, Jipsee could no longer hear Love’s

feelings or rudimentary thoughts. Epic saw her frowning at Love one evening and asked,

“What’s bothering you?”“I can no longer hear Love’s mind.”Epic shrugged, “Why does that

bother you?”“Because it means Rocky is probably right about her mind being like mine where

no one can hear her thoughts. And if that’s true, then there is a real chance she is going to

have visions like I do. I’ve been praying she doesn’t have that talent.”“Why?”“Because it’s

caused me tremendous turmoil over the years; I don’t want our baby to have to endure what I

went through.”“Well, we won’t know about that until she has a vision… or if she doesn’t have

them. How old were you when you had your first vision?”Jipsee frowned slightly and replied, “I

think I was between six and eight years old.”“Then put this behind you and stop worrying about

something we can’t change. Let’s enjoy Love and not worry about it until it presents itself, ok?”

Jipsee nodded and handed Love to Epic. She was such a beautiful baby.Chapter ThreeThe

twins quickly developed a weapon the small Attack Craft could use against the Sed warships

but told Epic it would take about ten years to build the prototype. They also developed a



smaller blaster to install on the new Attack Crafts being built that was far more powerful than

the one currently being used on the older warships. However, they warned they wouldn’t stop a

Sed warship.”Epic had asked the twins, “Then why are you putting them on the ACs?”Jen had

answered, “Well, first of all, they are a great defense against a missile barrage and another

benefit of using a smaller warship is they can be used inside a planet’s atmosphere; that’s

where a blaster is needed to take on an enemy’s ground forces on a planet’s surface. This ship

must be able to take on a multitude of different missions and that’s what we’re working toward.

And there is a possibility if we can develop a stronger power source, they could stop a Sed

warship.” Epic agreed and construction of the new Attack Craft continued.• • •Love was seven

years old playing with Tragedy’s daughter in a playground on the edge of the city. Tragedy and

Jipsee watched Lola start climbing a tree and Tragedy smiled, “That child loves to climb.”They

watched her move up through the branches and Jipsee saw Love run over under the tree. She

suddenly stopped and screamed at the top of her voice, “STOP!!” Lola froze in place with her

hand out on a branch when suddenly the branch broke under her hand with a loud crack and

fell to the ground with a heavy thud. Jipsee rushed over and saw Lola was able to grab the

branch she was on and catch herself from falling. Tragedy was up the tree in an instant and

she helped Lola climb down to the ground. Jipsee watched from the ground and saw Love

staring at the huge branch on the ground. She asked softly, “What did you see, Love?”“I saw

that branch falling off with Lola on it. It landed on top of her head and, and, and…”“She was

killed, wasn’t she?” Love looked at Jipsee and nodded.Tragedy walked up holding a crying Lola

and looked at Love, “Thank you, thank you!” She turned to Jipsee and Jipsee said quietly, “She

saw it happening. We should take Lola home and calm her down.” Tragedy stared at Jipsee

and after a moment, nodded. They walked toward the skate and by the time Jipsee and Love

arrived, Lola had stopped crying. Love hugged Lola and after a few minutes they were laughing

together. Tragedy looked at Jipsee and she mouthed, “I’ll talk to you later.” Tragedy nodded and

started singing a song. The girls joined in and the close call with the tree branch was put

behind them.• • •Later that evening, Jipsee and Love were sitting outside the underground

community next to a fire when Epic and Rocky arrived. Love jumped up, ran to Epic, and

jumped into his arms. Epic kissed her cheeks and carried her back to the fire. He saw Jipsee’s

expression and wondered what was going on. Love sat down next to Epic and said, “Lola

nearly died today.” Rocky and Epic’s eyes flew open as Love said, “She nearly fell out of a tree

when a humongous branch broke, she was going to climb.”Jipsee looked at Love and said, “Tell

Daddy what you saw.”Love smiled and said, “I saw that branch break with Lola on it and I

yelled for her to stop.”Jipsee smiled and turned to Epic, “Lola heard her and didn’t move on to

the branch.” She turned back to Love, “Tell Daddy what would have happened if Lola hadn’t

stopped.”Love’s eyes widened, “That branch would have landed on her head.”Jipsee smiled

and said, “But that didn’t happen because our hero daughter stopped Lola in time.” Love

giggled and Epic saw though Jipsee was smiling, her eyes were saying something else.Rocky

saw it as well and said, “Hey Love, want to go look for some wood to put on the fire?” Love

jumped to her feet and took Rocky’s hand.Jipsee watched them walk away, then turned to Epic,

and said, “She had a vision.”“Are you sure?”“Yes, I am. She has no idea what it was and just

thought seeing that branch break was due to her good vision.”“But you’re sure it’s more than

that?”“Epic, she started walking toward the tree before she could have seen the branch Lola

was on and I saw her expression; she knew that branch was going to break. She also saw Lola

was killed by it.” Epic put his arm around Jipsee, and she shook her head, “I was Love’s age

when I started having visions. My mother had them, I have them, and now it appears Love has

them as well.”“But your visions very rarely happened when you received the visions.”“I know.



And never as close together as they did today.”“How do you feel about this?”“I’ve prayed Love

wouldn’t be cursed with them. What if she hadn’t yelled for Lola to stop and she died. She’d

blame herself for not having warned her and Lola’s death would be on her conscience for her

entire life.”“Didn’t you tell me that visions couldn’t be changed?”“Well, I guess no one told Love

about that and she prevented her vision from happening. By all rights, she should have

remained silent… but she didn’t.”Epic nodded slightly and then remarked, “Evidently Love

seems to naturally know that changing the forces causing a vision changes the vision.”“But

how is that possible?”“I have absolutely no idea. If you don’t know, how would I even know how

to start figuring this out. You’re the vision expert. However, it does make me wonder.”“About

what?”“I’ve been of the opinion that your vision of you and I at Love’s birth was a means of us

getting together. It’s what drove you to follow your visions and end up with me. But what if that

vision is something that needed to happen for another reason?”“Like what?”“Rocky and

Tragedy both have said that Love might be more than we think, and she plays an important role

in future events.”“There’s no way we can know that Epic.”Epic shrugged, “How do you intend to

handle this?”“Wait for her to have another vision and then tell her what’s going on.”“You don’t

think you should do it now?”“She’s too young.”Epic hugged Jipsee tighter, “You’re the vision

expert and I’ll follow your lead.” Jipsee nodded and put her head on Epic’s shoulder.• • •Rocky,

Epic, and the Alliance Supreme Commander were sitting in the underground Defense Facility

on Haven when the Vrang High Royal appeared on the monitor, “It’s good to see you High

Royal; do you have a few minutes to answer some questions?”“Certainly, and it’s good to see

you as well. What questions do you have?”“We’ve looked at all the data we’ve collected, and

we’ve found that in none of that data is there an image of a Sed. Would you possibly have an

image of a Sed in your data?”“No image of a Sed exists in our data banks.”Rocky shook his

head, “How is that possible? They attacked your ancestors thousands of years ago; you must

have been able to at least see one of them.”“My ancestors were unable to damage or destroy

any Sed warship. Even when some of our warships rammed their ships, they didn’t breech the

hulls of their warships. And getting close to one of their inhabited planets wasn’t possible. We

do know they live on planets with a methane atmosphere, but that’s about all we know.”Epic

stared at the High Royal and said, “Two of my scouts have determined that the Sed appear to

be interlinked telepathically and appear to have a hive mentality.”“That explains how their

warships seemed to operate together so effectively,” the High Royal stated. “Have you learned

anything else?”“I’ll send you a recording of a Sed attack that failed. One way to stop them is to

use giant satellites firing extremely powerful blasters at their ships and missiles.”“Perhaps we

should start building those satellites around our main planets.”Epic shook his head, “I’m

concerned that the Sed appear to be working to overcome that advantage and they may come

up with an answer making any satellites we build worthless. Besides, we don’t have the blaster

technology that planet used and that would have to be developed before we start building giant

satellites.”“So where are we?” The High Royal asked.“We’re working on it. My scientists have

come up with a weapon they believe will work against a Sed warship but it’s going to take years

to develop and build it. In the meantime, they have developed an extremely powerful blaster

that can be installed on the new AC warships now. However, it will not penetrate a Sed’s hull.

Before you ask why we should install it now, they insist the ACs will need it to attack the

surface of a Sed occupied planet.”
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first. Epic and his friend are faced with terrible challenges in this story. They face them with

heart and courage.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Thank you. Thank you for another great story. I like the characters in the

worlds you create.  It's been an enjoyable ride and I hope there are more to come.”

Avid Reader, “Good read. Saxon andrews always produces a good read. Will the story of

Haven continue? It would be good to see more stories of the alien and Epic.”

Tom B., “Amazing storytelling. This book was a joy to read. Great characters with compelling

storylines combined to make it a truly fascinating EPIC.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another enjoyable story. Fourth in the series. Ending of the series on a

positive note like all his other series. Very enjoyable read.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Dad gum good story. Saxon is a good storyteller it comes out in every

book he writes. Enjoy reading his stories.”

The book by Saxon Andrew has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 254 people have provided feedback.
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